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Abstract. We present a new and efficient generic unpacking algorithm which effectively locates the
original entry point (OEP) area of a packed program. The algorithm is based upon the dual observation
that (a) even in a packed program, the OEP bytes are almost always only executed once, and (b) most
packers unpack the original program to an area of memory which has not been previously executed.
Given this, the technique relies upon creating a histogram of the addresses of executed instructions
(EIP on x86). Whilst others have done this, the trick is to order the histogram by the last time an
address is executed. Decryption, decompression and copying appear as large spikes at the start of the
histogram, followed by a flat section, of height one, which is usually the OEP. We attach figures showing
histograms for some popular packers, on both linear and log scales, which clearly illustrate the OEP
after the massive unpacking “hump”.
This technique is extremely efficient to implement, and can compute the OEP “on-the-fly” in an emulator, or off-line from a trace of EIP. For instance, for UPX 2.03w, we need less than 1K of memory to
hold the necessary data structures, and computation is similarly cheap (and compatible with dynamictranslation emulators). Given the shape of the chart, and the fact that after the “hump” represents a
good opportunity to dump the memory, we have given this technique the somewhat sordid name of
hump-and-dump1 .
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Introduction

1.1

Packing

Packing is an obfuscation technology heavily used by malware. It is sometimes used to reduce the size of
malware, making it easier to transfer on the internet, but it also has the effect of making the malware more
resistant to static analysis.
A packer, as original proposed, is a program that (usually) takes an existing executable program, compresses and/or encrypts its contents and then packs it into a new executable file. When executed, the unpacking stub first unpacks the original executable code and then transfers the control to the original file.
The execution of the original file is mostly unchanged.
However, as the variety of packing programs grows, their level of sophistication also increases. Many
sophisticated packers implement software protection mechanisms such as interrupt and exception handler control flow obfuscation, anti-debugging, anti-VMware, etc. to further hinder analysis. Some packers,
such as tElock and Yoda’s, contain self modifying code so that the unpacking routine is decrypted on the
fly before the execution and encrypted again just after the execution, which is also known as multistage
unpacking. The new emerging packers even extensively employ virtual machine protection technology.
Packers like Themida and VMProtect implement their own virtual machine which transforms parts of the
original code. This makes it difficult to analyze the protected program.
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1.2

Unpacking

With the growth of the packers number and their level of the sophistication, unpacking has become a real
challenge for anti-virus software. The objective of PE unpacking is to remove the PE packer unpacking stub
and bring the executable back as close as possible to its original state. The unpacked file starts execution
from its original entry point (OEP). The main step involved in unpacking is therefore determining the time
when unpacking has finished and finding the OEP. At that point, the unpacked memory can be dumped for
further analysis.
Unfortunately, at present, it is infeasible to accurately locate the OEP of every type of packer without
knowing which PE packer is used and what signature it has. Some sophisticated packers even employ virtual
machine techniques and other advantage techniques. For this kind of packer, it is impossible to precisely
restore an executable into its original form since the original code has been translated into corresponding
opcodes of the packer’s virtual machine. However, some strategies exist which can give useful output.
Although the dumped unpacked binary may no longer execute on its own, many of its features will be
exposed, thereby greatly simplifying analysis.
1.3

Related work

Attempts have been carried with the aim to provide a generic unpacking. The simplest way is directly
running the code in a safe environment, such as a virtual machine, and then attaching it to a utility such as
Procdump and dumping the memory. However, this technique might miss processes that terminate quickly.
Lots of debugger scripts have been developed to control a debugger running to the OEP. These scripts
mainly apply certain unpacking heuristic. For example, based on the ESP rule [1], a hardware breakpoint
can be set on ESP after the program runs to the instruction “PUSHAD” in a debugger. When the breakpoint
is hit, it is reasonable to assume that the unpacking has been finished since all original register values are
retrieved. IDA’s Universal PE unpacker plugin [2] sets a breakpoint on the kernel32_
GetProcAddress()
api assuming that the program has been unpacked in the memory and now it starts to set up its import
table when a call to this API occurs. Once the breakpoint is hit, the unpacker traces the program in the
single step mode until the program jumps to specified code area with the original entry point. Then the
unpacker suspends the execution and informs the user. OllyBonE [3] uses the page protection mechanism
to implement break-on-execution. An OllyDbg plugin is provided to allows AV researchers to identify
which section in the memory map will be executed when the unpacking is finished, then setting the breakon-execute flag for that section. This loads the kernel driver into memory and protects the desired physical
memory pages from being executed. When the program is run, OllyDbg will break on the first instruction,
which would be the OEP. While all scripts only work with several simple packers, they fail in most other
packers. Moreover, the user needs to specify the OEP area to the unpacker which is not practical.
The malware normalizer [4] undoes the effects of three common obfuscations which are code reordering, packing and junk insertion. For packed program, it firstly uses a modified version of the emulator,
QEMU , to collect all the memory writes and monitor execution flow. Then it constructs a normalized program instance that contains the generated code and removes all the writes. The algorithm requires that the
execution flow reaches the code generator before it reaches the trigger instruction and therefore it doesn’t
suit multistage packer.
AV researchers often emulate the execution in a safe virtual environment such as VMware. Computing
emulation is a very powerful unpacking tool which has attracted attention from a lot of researchers [5–7].
However, this method has some drawbacks. First of all, it is tricky to determine when the unpacking is
finished. Code jumping to a different section is a good indicator, but it is not always the case. Secondly,
the emulator can be easily fooled by the anti-emulation tricks employed by packers, for example, the
hooking of the interrupt and exception handler. Another disadvantage associated with emulation is the high
computational overhead.
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Our approach

This paper proposes a new effective method of unpacking. The method relies solely on an execution trace of
the instruction pointer (EIP on x86). It creates a histogram of the addresses of executed instructions ordered

by the last time an address is executed. The algorithm is based upon the dual observation that (a) even in
a packed program, the OEP bytes are almost always only executed once, and (b) most packers unpack the
original program to an area of memory which has not been previously executed.
This kind of histogram clearly shows the difference/boundary between the unpacking activity and the
original executable file. Decryption, decompression and copying appear as large spikes at the start of the
histogram, followed by a flat section of height one, which is usually the OEP area. This is a good time to
take a memory dump of the process for further analysis.
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Implementation

This technique is extremely efficient to implement, and can compute the OEP “on the fly” in an emulator,
or offline from a trace of EIP.
3.1

Offline implementation

Three steps are involved in the offline computation. Firstly, an execution trace is run to collect all executed EIP. The main trace tool, proposed here is a C ++ plugin of the commercial Interactive Disassembler
Pro (IDA). Meanwhile, anti-armoring techniques are implemented in the tracer to improve the trace performance. For example, as all experiments run in VMware, a new anti-anti-VMware technique has been
proposed and employed in the IDA tracer plugin. With this technique, the anti-VMware snippet is dynamically scanned and the VMware detection result is dynamically patched during execution.
Other open source tool PIN [8] and PyDbg [9] are also implemented and modified to serve the same
purpose as the IDA tracer plugin.
PIN is an instrumentation tool for Linux or Windows executables for a wide range of Intel processors,
including the XScale, IA -32, IA -32 E (64 bit x86), and Itanium processors. It dynamically adds the code
while the executable is running. PIN is able to handle multi-threaded programs and self-modifying code.
Moreover, it provides a module for addresses trace which fits our needs.
PyDbg is a debugger engine developed in Python. Its abstracted interface allows for customized debugging scripts. In this paper, a python script is written to run an execution trace of the address.
Once addresses are collected, a python script is used to perform basic analysis of the address trace to
produce a histogram showing address frequency, in the order of when the address was last executed. From
the pattern of the histogram, the OEP area can be identified.
Lastly, the program is run again until it reaches the OEP and then the program is dumped.
3.2

Online implementation

Figure 1 is an implementation of the online version of “hump and dump” which can compute the OEP
“on-the-fly” in an emulator. In this paper, an IDA plugin is implemented using this algorithm to test the
idea. Firstly, a hash table is built of which the key is the EIP. For each entry of the hash table (address
structure), only three DWORDs are needed to store the required information: address, execution frequency
and incrementing counter. Once the IDA tracer starts, an address histogram is built dynamically at the same
time as the tracing. Two tuning parameters Thump and Tflat are used to determine the extent to which hump
and the flat section affect the OEP finding, respectively. Both parameters values depend on the nature of the
packer and possibly on the size of the original file.
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4.1

Experiments and results
Offline experiments and results

Offline experiments have been carried out intensively with ten packers packed on two types of executable
file, Win32 GUI (Graphic User Interface) application (calc.exe) and Win32 console application (date.exe).
The top four packers in the WildList [10] are all been tested. They are UPX, Morphine, Mew and FSG. Furthermore, a muti-packer (UPX 2.03w+ Morphine 2.7) has also be tested. A detailed testing data set is listed

Data
: Packed application
Result : Unpacked application
begin
Start emulating the application ;
Initialize a hash table addrHist of which the key is the eip ;
Set hump flag hump ←− f alse ;
Set flat section counter f latCount ←− 0 ;
Set threshold of the hump Thump ;
Set threshold of the flat section which is repeated number of new addresses of height 1 Tf lat ;
foreach eip do
counter+ = 1 ;
if addrHist.has key(eip) then
f latCount = 0 ;
addrHist[eip] = (addrHist[eip][0] + 1, counter) ;
if addrHist[eip][0] > Thump then
hump = T rue ;
endif
endif
else
addrHist[eip] = (1, counter) ;
if hump then
f latCount+ = 1 ;
if f latCount > Tf lat then
Stop the application ;
Dump the memory ;
endif
endif
endif
end
end

Fig. 1. Implementation of computing OEP “on-the-fly” in the emulator

Packer Name
ASPack 2.12
FSG 2.0
Mew 11
Morphine 2.7
PC Shrinker 0.71
PECompact 2.5
PE Diminisher v0.1
RLPack 1.19
UPack 0.399
UPX 2.03w
UPX 2.03w + Morphine 2.7

Executable 1 (calc.exe)
calc aspack.exe
calc fsg.exe
calc mew.exe
calc morphine.exe
calc pcshrinker.exe
calc pecompact.exe
calc pediminisher.exe
calc rlpack.exe
calc upack.exe
calc upx.exe
calc upx morphine.exe
Fig. 2. Testing Data.

Executable 2 (date.exe)
date aspack.exe
date fsg.exe
date mew.exe
date morphine.exe
date pcshrinker.exe
date pecompact.exe
date pediminisher.exe
date rlpack.exe
date upackexe
date upx.exe
date upx morphine.exe

in Figure2. Moreover, one sample of malware, Win32/DlAnsein.A is also traced. This Trojan automatically
downloads the win32/Ansein virus. The sample used in the experiment is packed with FSG2.0. Following
the unpacking, it checks the VMware presence via the SIDT instruction. If the VMware is detected, the
virus stops the execution and exits. All experiments were run in VMware 5.5.3 and the host operating
system is Windows XP Professional 2002, service pack 2.
The offline implementation is quite fast and effective. Figures 3 - 14 illustrate the address histogram
of traced applications listed in Figure2 and the Win32/DlAnsein.A sample. In the graph, the address is
organised by its last execution time. As shown, the first part of the execution (i.e. the unpacking activity)
involves much more recurrence compared with the second part, which is the original file execution. This
pattern can be used to guess when unpacking has finished. For example, in Figures 3, the pattern of the
massive hump followed by the flat section is evident and the actually OEP of the file is just on the boundary
between the hump and the flat section. A dumped memory at this time, which contains unpacked original
file, can be used for further analysis.

4.2

Online experiment and results

To illustrate the idea, an online experiment has been carried on the UPX packer. During the experiment, it
defines the “hump” when the address frequency is above 30000 and the “flat section” when there are 20
consecutive addresses which only occur once. The Figure15 shows this unpacking strategy can efficiently
and effectively locate the OEP area as the tracer stops at the important “POPA” instruction, which is just
5 instructions before the final jump to the “OEP”. By then, 155 instructions have been executed. In other
words, there are only 155 records stored in the memory.

Fig. 3. ASPack 2.12 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 4. FSG 2.0 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 5. Mew 11 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 6. Morphine 27 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 7. PC Shrinker 0.71 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 8. PECompact 2.5 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 9. PE Diminisher v0.1 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 10. RLPack 1.19 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 11. UPack 0.399 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 12. UPX 2.03w unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 13. Multipacked UPX 2.03w + Morphine 2.7 unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 14. Win32/DlAnsein.A unpacking trace address histogram

Fig. 15. Find OEP in UPX using “hump and dump” IDA plugin

5

Conclusion and future work

This paper discusses packers and presents an unpacking method which uses a simple EIP trace and an
address histogram. The method has been tested on most widely used packers such as UPX and Morphine.
Results show that this method helps find out when unpacking activity has finished and therefore determine
the address to break at to dump the memory for further analysis.
Following the preliminary gains described here, particularly the benefit of using an ordered address
execution histogram for unpacking, there are several other promising steps which can be undertaken. Future
work will focus on optimising the dynamic tracer to resist various armoring techniques applied in the
packer. For online computation, two thresholds of the “hump” and “flat section” need to be tuned with a
greater variety of testing results. Packer classification based on the patterns which appear in the histogram
is also an avenue for further research.
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